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Matt Sterpka
Todd Stanford: Why do you think you’ve
worked here at this location all these years?

I started the first vinyl products in here. I don’t

Matt Sterpka: At the time, there really wasn’t

at the time (c. 1993) came to me and asked me

much opportunity anywhere else up here. There

if I wanted to take over and start building vinyl

weren’t a lot of industrial positions. I guess I

windows. We were still all aluminum at the time.

could have gone into construction. I got in here,

I traveled around to all the other companies

and I was part of a family. I’ve been here for

that we owned at the time and got all kinds of

so long, I’ve met so many people and have so

ideas and saw how they were build. I learned

many friends here. The pay wasn’t that great at

all about vinyl windows. Then I came back here

first, but it was just enough to keep getting by

and we built the vinyl window line.

and getting through. And I don’t have to work
outside in the cold.

Todd: Since MI has owned the plant (since
1999), how many different titles have you held:
Matt: That’s hard. Three or four. My main area
that I was in was vinyl extrusion. I’ve been in and
out of there quite a few times. I’d go out and do
something else, and they always need somebody
to go back there. I’d go back there and run it
again. I was the supervisor there off and on for
20 years.

know why they chose me. The plant manager

Todd: How long have you been the quality
tech?
Matt: Four or five years.

Todd: Of all the titles that you’ve held, which
job have you enjoyed the most?
Matt: Vinyl extrusions was my main job. I also
ran the vinyl window line, did field service
warranty for a while, back to vinyl extrusion
again, and then I did maintenance. I ran
maintenance for a couple of years. That was too
demanding. I had to step down because it’s hard

to have a life at home: I was here all the time. I

supervisor available. This was going to be a

stepped down from that and went into quality.

whole new line. He must have thought I knew a

It was great to have a variety of positions. That

lot about vinyl. At the time, we had the extrusion

way I never got burned out by doing one thing. I

part; I was like the guru of the vinyl. I ran the

did like vinyl extrusions, but it kind of slacked off.

extrusion line really good; they were impressed

It ramped down a lot since we started building

with the way I ran that.

vinyl windows. We went down from a couple
of hundred guys to 10 guys. That was the most
interesting job because I got to learn a lot. That’s
when I was really growing up the most in the
business. I learned how to make my own dyes,
learned about the engineering of the windows
and the engineering of the products.

Todd: How do you think you’ve contributed to
MI’s success through the years?
Matt: I know I’m a knit-picker. I’m kind of a
perfectionist and I try to explain to people how
to make things better – what they’re doing
wrong, what they can do better. To me, it’s like
do it right the first time. I don’t like seeing bad

Todd: In your current job, what do you do on a
day-to-day basis?

products go out. Or bad craftsmanship. All it

Matt: A lot of it is assisting the supervisors,

it’s a simple window. … I guess I’m too much of a

solving a lot of their engineering issues and

perfectionist.

quality issues. Trying to get their equipment
fixed or upgraded. Auditing the equipment
to make sure it’s still doing what they’re
supposed to. When they’re not, I’ll get a hold
of maintenance and come out and try to make
the adjustments. Checking out engineering
problems. If something isn’t right, I might say,
‘This doesn’t sound like the way it should.’ And
I do a lot of the training of the people. We got

takes is concentration. It’s not rocket science;

Todd: What was the company that owned the
plant when you started?
Matt: That was Betterbuilt. Caradon bought it
sometime in the 1990s. They only had it for
about two years. Then MI came in.

Todd: How has the operation changed in all the
years you’ve worked here?
Matt: It’s more organized, more standard

our own system where we come up with all

procedure. It could get still a lot better. I think

these charts, questionnaires and all that. We take

(General Manager) Mike Reinert came in here

part in the orientation. We have our part where

and did a great job at getting it organized. We’re

we’ll go and talk to all the new employees. We

not working every Saturday, we’re not working

take them around and give them the tour of the

10- or 12-hour days anymore. (Plant Manager)

line, showing them what they’ll be doing. We

Casey Jenkins is doing a darn good job too.

help them out with any of the specifications or

Between the two of them, people aren’t being

whatever they need.

taken away from their families. They get us out

Todd: Why did the supervisor choose you when
it came time to start the vinyl line?
Matt: I’m not sure. I don’t think they had another

of here on the weekends; that’s great. That’s one
thing I didn’t like to see the most – when people
are working 12 hours on a Saturday.

Todd: How many people would you say you’re
worked with directly in your years here?

had to disconnect all that, re-arrange all the lines

Matt: (Laughs). I don’t know. Being a supervisor,

We got that going; we did it. That was just pre-

you work directly with a lot of people every

planning. We got it done and it was completed. I

day. … It’s got to be hundreds and hundreds of

was happy we got it completed on the deadline.

people. There’s no way I could even count.

and get it up and running in a long weekend.

And I’ve designed a couple of extrusion dyes

Todd: When you were doing field service, I’m
guessing that involved a lot of travel.

in the past that helped out and solved some

Matt: Yes, we did get to travel quite a bit. That

an idea that I came up with it. There’s quite a few

was a really interesting part of the job. I got to

things in here that I’ve had ideas on and they end

go to a lot of nice places. I’ve been to Wyoming,

up going into it – but nobody knows. I’m not one

Colorado a few times, California a lot, New

to talk about myself. But there’s a lot of things

Mexico, we’ve been all the way to El Paso. Been

I’ve done here and I do here that they don’t even

all the way over to Oklahoma before. Oregon.

know. I get self-satisfaction out of it. I know I did

Washington.

it. I feel good about it, and I’m good with that.

Todd: Was this before MI bought the plant?
Matt: Both before and after. I helped out all the

Todd: What was the most memorable day in all
of your time here?

time with field service, even when I was working

Matt: Some of the things I think were great and

vinyl extrusion. I’ve done just about every job

fun and something I can laugh about, I wouldn’t

in this place. I can build any of the windows. I

want to have published (laughs).

can run the machines in tool and dye. I can run
the welders on the line, the saws. Even with
maintenance, I can fix a lot of the machines if I
had to – up to a point. Until it starts getting to
the PLC or something. Mechanically, it’s not that
difficult. I’ve had a lot of experience doing it.

Todd: You’re a jack of all trades here.
Matt: Pretty much. I wish they’d utilize it a little
bit more (chuckles).

Todd: What would you say your proudest accomplishment has been at MI?
Matt: It’s hard to say. When I was in maintenance
about four years ago, we had a long weekend to
rearrange the EnergyCore line, and we had to
separate the welders and all the computers. We

problems. We do have a shipping clip based on

Todd: How many close friends have you made
working here?
Matt: I would say 10 to 12.

Todd: How would you say the fenestration
industry has changed in your time here?
Matt: From all aluminum to vinyl. Even the vinyl
has changed over time. It’s improved. Still, it’s
all assembled and made the same ways. It’s just
the products themselves and the materials are
changing over time. Especially with all of the
color cap material.

